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Nouns Worksheets Possessive Nouns Worksheets. This is our possessive nouns worksheets section.
A possessive noun is a noun that names who or what has something. It is a noun that shows
ownership. Add an apostrophe and s ('s) to form the possessive of most singular nouns. To show the
possessive form of plural nouns, one must add an apostrophe ...
Nouns Worksheets | Possessive Nouns Worksheets
Possessive Plural Nouns. Showing top 8 worksheets in the category - Possessive Plural Nouns. Some
of the worksheets displayed are Plural possessive nouns, Singular and plural possessive nouns,
Nouns, Plural possessive s, Plurals and possessives, Plural or possessive noun, Plurals and
possessives, Plural possessive nouns compound nouns possessives.
Possessive Plural Nouns Worksheets - Printable Worksheets
Possessive nouns show ownership. For example, “the boy's ball” shows that the ball belongs to the
boy. For example: (boy → boy’s), (children → children's) and (dogs → dogs’). In this possessive
nouns worksheet, students have to create the possessive singular and plural form of nouns.
Possessive Nouns Worksheet: Singular and Plural Nouns ...
Both singular and plural nouns can be possessive. The following collection of worksheets will help
your students learn about possessive nouns. Activities include rewriting sentences to include a
noun, identifying the correct noun for a given sentence, rewriting nouns to demonstrate the correct
possessive form, determining if a given noun is in ...
Possessive Nouns Worksheets - easyteacherworksheets.com
Possessive Nouns. Showing top 8 worksheets in the category - Possessive Nouns. Some of the
worksheets displayed are Possessive nouns, Possessive nouns noun work k12reader, Possessive
nouns, Unit rights, Possessive pronouns, Plurals and possessives, Nouns, Plural or possessive noun.
Possessive Nouns Worksheets - Printable Worksheets
Possessive Nouns Worksheets Singular and Plural Possessive Nouns with Apostrophes Worksheets.
About this Worksheet: This possessive nouns worksheet directs the student to write the possessive
form of the underlined word on the line by adding an apostrophe or apostrophe s. A possessive
noun shows ownership.
Possessive Nouns Worksheets | Singular and Plural ...
Plural or Possessive Noun? Circle the correct noun form and explain why it is the correct form. See
example below. Example: Mr. Morton’s / Mr. Mortons favorite flavor of ice cream is strawberry.
Explain why your answer is correct: ___“Mr. Morton’s” is correct because in this sentence Mr.
Morton
Plural or Possessive Noun? - Ereading Worksheets
Using Possessive Nouns. Know how to use the possessive form of nouns. Possessive noun forms are
simple, yet for some nouns can be tricky. Most singular nouns can be made possessive by just
adding an apostrophe and letter ‘s,’ while most plural nouns just add an apostrophe.
Using Possessive Nouns - WorksheetWorks.com
Noun Worksheets. Use these worksheets to teach basic noun identification, singular/plural nouns,
and common/proper nouns. Grammar Worksheets. Super Teacher Worksheets has a large collection
of grammar printables. Topics include, pronouns, adjectives, adverbs, and verbs.
Possessive Noun Worksheets - Super Teacher Worksheets
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Let's take a look at possessive nouns! In this exercise, your students will apply their knowledge of
singular and plural possessive nouns as they create and categorize. Need a follow-up activity?
Assign the Place that Apostrophe activity to reinforce these skills!
Make It Possessive: Singular & Plural Possessives ...
Examples of Plural Possessive Nouns By YourDictionary A noun is a part of speech that names a
person, place, thing, action, feeling or ideal. Possessive nouns show ownership. Plural nouns show a
quantity of more than one. Plural possessive nouns incorporate the concepts of ownership and
"more than one."
Examples of Plural Possessive Nouns
About This Quiz & Worksheet. This quiz and worksheet assesses and revisits what you know about
plural possessive nouns. You'll review the general rules around these parts of speech and also ...
Quiz & Worksheet - Plural Possessive Nouns | Study.com
PLURAL POSSESSIVE NOUN. Print out a plural possessive noun list, poster and worksheet. Abstract
nouns Common and Proper Compound Concrete and Abstract Definition Examples Exercises List of
nouns Types Worksheets Plural possessive nouns are plural nouns (women, girls) that show
ownership of something. This is done in two ways.
Plural Possessive Noun - Free Teacher Worksheets
Possessive or Plural? A plural noun names more than one person, place, or thing. Most plural nouns
end in the letter s. You do not use an apostrophe when you write a plural noun. Plural noun: Willow
has four balloons. A possessive noun shows belonging. Most possessive nouns end with an
apostrophe and the letter s. Possessive noun: Today is ...
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